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ABSTRACT 

Social spam has rapidly increased over recent years. This kind of spam contents like text 
messaging or comments has a massive negative influence on normal user’s experience in 
social media. Our research reflects the current experimental study on spam detection from 
different textual data. In this experimental research, we have used Naïve Bayes classifier, 
a supervised machine learning algorithm with feature extraction to detect spam from 
Bangla text at the sentence level. We have started this research by collecting Bangla textual 
data from YouTube, Facebook, and other social media. Then we have categorized the 
sentences into two polarities i.e. spam and ham applied to the Multinomial Naïve Bayes 
classification algorithm. Our proposed system detects spam on the basis of the polarity of 
each sentence associated with it. Finally, our experiment shows that the model has an 
accuracy of 82.44% in detecting spam Bangla text content. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 
Social Media plays an important role in communications in digital Bangladesh. Social 
network sites are basically represented by Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and many others. 
At present, people spend lots of time on social media. Like Celebrities, public figures, 
business icons create their social pages for interacting with online users and their fans. But 
lots of malicious behaviors on social media makes many troubles to the users. 
Social Networks (SNs) have become an important part of user’s social identity. The initial 
intent of SNs was to facilitate the connection and sharing. So, People are heavily dependent 
on online interactions for communications. The increases in content in social media are 
responsible for the increases in social spams. Social networking platform do not offer 
Satisfactory validation mechanisms to identify the spammers. Professionals guess that 
almost 40% of SNs accounts are involved with spam [1]. 
 
So in the beginning, we collected lots of samples of spam and ham from real-life uses in 
social media to produce the training dataset. After that a filtering method of naive Bayes 
classification will be described and will be applied this method on created dataset for 
testing. These model will be evaluated through tasting will be discussed. Though numerous 
machine learning algorithms are exist but probably due to their simplicity and accuracy, 
we implement the Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) algorithm, an accuracy rate of 82.44%. 
1.2 Motivation 
 Social networks have lifted the communication system to the utmost level. People spend 
most of their times Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc. rather than search engines. In 
Bangladesh and people who speak Bangla, most of them prefer using Bangla for 
networking and developing communication. Content sharing, content contribution, 
comment or other feedback system is being used to interact with online users by business 
entities or other celebrities. They create their social pages to enrich communication. During 
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the time, social media become vulnerable to diverse types of undesirable and hateful spam 
text contents. Spammers destroy the network environment and this degrades the user’s 
experience of using the network. There is an important necessity in the civilization for 
saving the image and continue a well environment in social media. That’s why we have 
decided to work on spam Bangla Text content. We have gone through many spam detecting 
research papers which had been done in English. Work on Bangla language is very few to 
detect emotion. So, we thought to work in Bangla spam text. In this experiment, we intend 
a social media based Bangla spam content detection mechanism.  
 
1.3 The Rationale of the study 
Due to textual complexity, identifying spam text from Bangla language is not easy. There 
have been lots of researches for analysis spam text content in English Language which 
demonstrated satisfactory outcomes. This become possible because tons of textual data are 
available on World Wide Web during this period. Prior to this time, is was not was to create 
a dataset of spam and train a model using this dataset. Still, spam Bangla text content 
analysis is a new area and have scope of improvement. Many Bangla text contains 
malicious links which misguide the users to fraud and phishing websites. We collected 
almost two thousand Bangla sentences consisting both positive and negative content. We 
categorized them into two polarities: spam noted by 1 and ham noted by 0. For example, 
“ মডাম ছাে র সােথ যা করল, দখুন িভিডও সহ”, “িভিডও ট একা একা দখেবন িক ” this two 
sentences are spam links which redirect the users to a false news or websites. Like these, 
we have also collected ham like “ভাল হইেত পয়সা লােগনা”, “ এরাই দেশর ভিবষ ৎ” to train the 
data sets. Then we applied multinomial naïve Bayes classifier to complex pattern 
recognition and approximation of the function. 
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1.4 Research Question 
Question 1: Does every Bangla sentence have distinct exposition e.g. positive and 
negative? 
Question 2: Does every negative interpretation of the sentence contain spam? 
Question 3: Does spam sentence contain some specific word? 
Question 4: Can we identify Spam from every new generated informal Bangla sentences? 
 
1.5 Expected Outcome 
As there have no work been done to detect malicious Bangla Text content, we have decided 
to go for it. Our expected output is very satisfactory. First, we will train whether the 
sentence is spam or ham through MNB algorithm and after the analysis, it will detect 
whether it is spam or ham. 
1.6 Report layout 
The paper is organized into five sections. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 
provides brief background details of spam detection field from an information 
systems perspective, a survey on text analysis those have been published in different 
information system journals, also the scope of the problem and its challenges. A detailed 
description of the research methodology including the procedure of data collection, pre-
processing and feature extraction is provided in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the 
experimental result of the applied methodology, a brief description of the analysis. And 
finally, Chapter 5 describes the summary of the empirical research, important limitations 
of the approach, the implication for Further Study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
Extensive researches have been done for the spam detection of English texts which 
indicated satisfactory results. Still, spam Bangla text content analysis is a new area and 
have scope of improvement. There are lots of Bengali native speakers, over 160 million, 
and massive quantities Bangla text are produced in online social media, blogs and websites. 
As a result, it would be easier to check the polarity; how much positive or negative the 
sentence is. After analyzing the text pattern, the sentence could be categorized according 
to the polarity it belongs to. 
In our research, we have mainly researched on how we can detect whether the sentence is 
spam or ham from a given Bengali text which has been collected from social media such 
as YouTube, Facebook, FB group like DSU, Hero Alom etc. We collected lots of samples 
of spam and ham from the real-life uses in social these media to produce the training 
dataset. After that a filtering method of naive Bayes classification will be described and 
will be applied this method on created dataset for testing. These model will be evaluated 
through tasting will be discussed. Though numerous machine learning algorithms are exist 
but probably due to their simplicity and accuracy, we implement the Multinomial Naïve 
Bayes (MNB) algorithm. 
2.2 Related Works 
The increasing popularity and the vast quantity of information exist in social network 
attracts researchers to study issue encountered by social media users. A large proportion of 
work has been done on various problems like spam detection and filtering, community 
detection, and information diffusion. Wuying Liu et. al. [2] proposed a novel index-based 
online text classification method using six individual classifiers to multiple text features of 
Chinese massage. Houshmand Shirani-Mehr [3] applied several machine learning 
algorithm on an SMS Spam dataset from UCI Machine learning repository where the 
evaluation showed that 10-fold cross-validation showed the best accuracy in their work. A 
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new supervised machine learning approach has been introduced by Liu et. al.[4] to detect 
spam accounts in social networks through their behavioral characteristics. They collected 
messages crawling from Sina Weibo and then selected three categories of features 
extracted from message contents, social interactions and user profile properties and applied 
the ELM based spam accounts detection algorithm. To improve the performance of 
detecting spam SMS, Amir et. al. [5] proposed new content-based features. The 
effectiveness of the proposed features are validated using several classification methods 
and the results demonstrate that the proposed system can improve the performance of SMS 
spam detection. Moreover, X. Jin et. al.[6] proposed a scalable and online social media 
spam detection system for social network security. For dealing with the scalability and real-
time detection challenges, they implemented GAD clustering algorithm for large scale 
clustering and integrated it with the designed active learning algorithm. Another approach 
is presented by Ashis et. al. [7] who explored the four supervised learning Methods, namely 
Decision Tree, KNN, Naïve Bays, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for categorization 
of Bangla web documents. In their papers, Sahami et al.[8] used a Naïve Bayes classifier 
with a multi-variate Bernoulli model, a form of NB which relies on Boolean attributes. On 
the other hand, Pantel et. al.[9] adopted the Multinomial form of Naïve Bayes that normally 
takes into account term frequencies. It has been shown experimentally in [10] that 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes performs generally better than the Multivariate Bernoulli NB in 
text classification. An experiment has been adopted in [11] which emulates incremental 
training of personalized spam filters. Mohammad Samman Hossain et. al. [12] applied 
several classification algorithms like Logistic Regression, Boosted Tree and SVM to 
classify sentiment (Negative or Positive) of Bengali newspaper headline and SVM 
performs better having higher accuracy. In [13], a text processing approach for semantic 
analysis and context detection is proposed. They evaluated their approach with a public, 
real and non-encoded dataset along with several established machine learning methods 
which can enhance instant messaging and SMS spam filtering. 
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2.3 Research Summary  
Research is an organized way to find solutions to existing problems or problems that 
nobody has worked on before. It can be used for solving a new problem or it can be the 
expansion of past work on any particular field. Our Research is on detecting spam Bengali 
text that is associated with NLP(Natural Language Processing).AI(Artificial Intelligence) 
is challenging the human being to exceed human beings performance. There’s been lots of 
work that has already done to detect spam using texts or documents from various 
languages. We have studied lots of paper related to detecting spam from a text, lyrics, 
sentence etc. They used different methods and among them, we have chosen multinomial 
Naïve Bayes classification algorithm for spam text detection. For that reason, we collected 
lots of samples of spam and ham from real-life uses in social these media in order to 
produce the training dataset. After that a filtering method of naive Bayes classification will 
be described and will be applied this method on created dataset for testing. These model 
will be evaluated through tasting will be discussed. Though numerous machine learning 
algorithms are exist but probably due to their simplicity and accuracy, we implement the 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) algorithm. 
 2.4 Scope of the Problem 
Detecting spam from a text is incipiently a content-based classification which 
expatiate the concept from Natural language processing (NLP) including Machine 
Learning(ML) as well. The study of spam detection is very necessary. The increasing of 
social network, along with the faith they have in their social profile, makes a favorable 
situation for spammers. In fact, social spam are increasing rapidly over time. Enhanced 
accuracy and reliability in text mining procedures can resolve the complications. Currently, 
as the next wave of knowledge discovery, text analysis is achieving high commercial 
values. In this research, we will analyze Bengali text from Facebook status, YouTube 
comments etc for finding associated spam of each sentence like positive, negative. After 
identifying the polarity of each sentence we will then try to find spam text content of each 
sentence. 
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2.5 Challenges 
Detecting spam or ham from Bangla text content provides huge challenges. some of the 
sentences like “তাের দখেত তা ব াে র বা ার মেতা দখায়, স নািক আবার িহেরা 
আলম”. Here “তাের দখেত তা ব াে র বা ার মেতা দখায়”- is used as abuse. It 
indicates negativity of the sentence and the system will automatically detect as spam (1). 
On the other hand, “ স না িক আবার িহেরা আলম” is just a simple sentence which systems 
detects as ham (0). Though the whole passage indicates a spam behavior, it is very complex 
to recognize the pattern of each word and sentences. Misspelling, stop words like ‘,’, ‘ !’, 
‘?’, ‘.’, ‘’. ‘~’, ‘||’, ‘।’ etc degrades the processing which provides a low accuracy rate. 
Bangla language having a huge vocabulary, words having different meaning and their 
various uses makes it more complex for text mining. That provides another challenge for 
modeling Bangla text. Because we are doing our research based on the generated 
expression of the sentences, it is possible to have the same expression with different 
polarity. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, you will get an overview of research methods that were carried out to detect 
spam from a given Bengali Text. It provides information about how data can be processed 
by applying some certain techniques to sort out spam from them. The instrument that is 
used to extract the spam from Bengali text from Facebook status and other sources is also 
described and the procedures that were followed to carry out this data extraction are 
included. It also provides the methods used to analyze the textual data. Lastly, the 
implementation and requirements that were followed in the process are also discussed. 
3.2 Research Subject and Instrumentation 
3.2.1 Research Subject 
The main objective of this study is to detect spam from a given Bengali text in order to 
come up with spam detection associated with it by using Multinomial Naïve Bayes 
classification algorithm. In case of finding the spam of a sentence, text mining analysis can 
make it very specific. A set of data is been collected and we categorized them into two 
sections i.e. Spam and Ham. Spam column contains Spam sentences, words whereas Ham 
column contains sentences which have a positive meaning. Then we used 80% of these 
datasets for training and else for testing. 
 
Table 3.1 implies the categorization of spam and ham data which have been collected from 
various social applications’ status, comments etc. It is observed that the polarity of different 
sentences is generated according to the categorization shown in the table 3.1 below: 
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Table 3.1 Text category based on interpretation 

Spam (1) Ham(0) 

িভিডও ট একা একা দখেবন িক   

অপু িব ােসর গাপন িভিডও  

 মজা পাইিছ 

দৗলতিদয়ার কম র গাপন িভিডও  

 ভালই সিলে ট হইেতেছন। 

ােমর মেয়রা দখুন িক কের। 
গাপন িভিডও ফাস 

 

 িশি ত নয় সুিশি ত হও 

 জার যার মু ুক তার 

ছাগেলর িতন ন র বা া  
 
Whenever a Bangla Sentence is used as input, the system would possibly able to determine 
whether it is Spam data(1) or Ham data(0) behind the textual content based on the 
interpretation of sentence pattern. In this experimental study, we have presented the feature 
extraction technique for detecting malicious Bangla text content. 
 
3.2.2 Instrument 
For research purposes, we have collected around 2000 Bengali sentences from different 
sources like Facebook status, YouTube comments, textbooks, newspaper, direct speech 
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etc. Our work is to detect spam from a sentence by applying text classification algorithm. 
Some well-performed algorithm like ELM, keyword spotting method, support vector 
machines(SVM), hidden Markov model etc. are used in case of text analysis. Therefore 
these algorithms give a very high accuracy of almost 90%. In our research, we have used 
“Multinomial Naïve Bayes” classification algorithm to find the polarity of our test 
sentences. 
 
3.3 Data collection procedure 
Even though many datasets in the different language are available in the different databank 
for research purposes, for Bangla language no dataset are available. So, we have elect to 
create our own Dataset from various social media like Facebook, YouTube and named it 
Bangla Spam Dataset as presented in table 3.3.1. 
Table 3.3.1: Bangla Spam Dataset 

Total Instance  1965 
Spam 1319 
Ham 646 

 
In order to come up with accurate and objective findings, A good research mainly relied 
on both primary and secondary data. Primary data’s are the raw data which is mainly used 
for the original purpose. Those data contained many stop words, punctuation and special 
symbols which is directly taken from the field by interviews and questionnaires. We 
removed those symbols and punctuation to get the secondary datasets. Secondary data is 
collected for purposes other than the original use. The research has been carried out using 
secondary data. The main intention was to create a properly trained data set consists of 
Bengali spam keywords.  
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3.4 Methodology and Data Analysis 
Before applying classification algorithm, it is important to make a suitable datasets. At the 
same times, pre-processing of Bangla text also prerequisite previously trainings and 
construction of model for effective text classification. Figure 3.4.1 demonstrates the whole 
method of classification process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.2 Overall system of text classification 
 
Figure 3.4.1 illustrates the detail procedures of text classification in terms of a block 
diagram. 
 
3.4.1 Pre-Processing 
Selecting a proper representation of data within documents is essential to obtain good 
Classification performance. Our dataset contains4 column  “Text”, “spam”, “related ham” 
& “references”. All the special symbols like ( < , > ,  : ,{ , } , & , * , ( , ) , | etc.), punctuation 
marks are removed from the text documents. Then we take all the spam and ham into a 
single column and add another column named “status” to keep the track if the text is spam 
or not. We keep 1 in status column for spam, and 0 for ham. Then we convert the .xlsx file 
in .csv file. Now our dataset is ready to load in Jupiter notebook.  

Training 

Testing 

 
 Bangla 
Text Features 

Extraction 
Pre-
processing 

Classifier 
Model 

Classification 
Algorithm 

Bangla 
Text Features 

Extraction 
Pre-processing 

Classification 
of new text 
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3.4.2 Feature Extraction 
Afterward the pre-processing, now documents have lesser amounts of words, now features 
extraction from this documents become easier. Several statistical approaches are being 
used for features extraction from text data. Hare TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse 
document frequency) have been used to extract features from text corpus. Because it 
provides a way to score the importance of word based on how frequently they appear across 
multiple documents. 
3.4.3 Training 
In this section, the processed data are split into a test set and a train set. The 80/20 split is 
chosen. This research implements the algorithm called Naive Bayes Classifier which is 
used widely for spam detection. When dealing with text, it’s very common to treat each 
unique word as a feature and since the typical person’s vocabulary consist of numerous 
thousands of words, this makes a huge number of features. The simplicity of the algorithm 
and the capability of handling a large number of features makes Naïve Bayes Classifier a 
strong performer for classifying texts. It becomes a huge challenge regarding which variant 
of Naïve Bayes should be applied. It has been shown experimentally in [15] that 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes performs better than the Bernoulli Naïve Bayes and Gaussian 
naive Bayes in case of text classification. Multinomial naive Bayes treats features as event 
probabilities. Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier are applied on the proposed dataset. 
3.4.4 Algorithm 
Naive Bayes Classifier works based on Bayesian theorem. 
Multinomial and Bernoulli distributions are popular while classifying document 
classification including Spam Filtering. In Our case, Multinomial NB do better than 
Bernoulli. The Multinomial NB work as follows: 
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Figure 3.4.2: Naive Bayes Algorithm (Multinomial Model): Training and testing [14]. 

3.5 Implementation requirement 
We have used Python language for implementation where the platform is Anaconda. The 
tools are listed following:  
1. Anaconda. 
2. Python. 
3. MS Excel. 
4. Notepad++. 
5. Socialfy. (Facebook Comment Extractor tools) 
6.ytcomments. (YouTube Comment Extractor tools) 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 
This is an experimental based research that we have worked out. In this chapter, 
the results of malicious spam text content from the  Bangla language are presented 
according to their polarity. In total, we have collected 1965 sentences from Facebook 
statuses, YouTube comments, Bengali blogs, newspapers, and textbooks. The experiment 
has been carried by using Naïve Bayes (NB) which includes Pre-processing, feature 
extraction and finally text classification methods. According to their pattern polarity, spam, 
and ham, the sentences were identified and the results have been discussed which includes 
the total accuracy of our experiment in details. After evaluating the polarity results we have 
finally come out with a satisfactory outcome. 
4.2 Experimental Results 
After training, using training dataset, it’s time to test our dataset using test set that is 
unknown to our model. From results, Multinomial Naive Bayes yields an overall accuracy 
of 82.44%. The confusion matrix is shown as follows in the table 4.2.1. 
Table 4.2.1: Confusion Matrix 

 Predicted 
Yes 

Predicted 
No 

Actual 
Yes 

269 11 

Actual 
No 

58 55 
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The Confusion Matrix are illustrate using bar chart in following figure  

 
Figure 4.2.2 Confusion Matrix in Bar Chart 

Error, Precision, Recall, F1 Score, AUC (Area Under Curve) are shown in the following 
table. 
Table 4.2.3: Performance Measure  

Precision 0.825 
Recall 0.824 
F-Score 0.808 
Error 17.56 
AUC (Area Under 
Curve) 

0.72 
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The ROC is shown in the following figure 4.2.4 

 
Figure 4.2.4 The ROC ( Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve. 

 
4.3 Summary 
During the implementation of our system, we noticed that the bigger the number of 
sentences, the higher are the recall and precision. Therefore, we believe that the enrichment 
of our database of Bangla sentences can significantly enhance the results. After 
experimenting we have found that a sentence may have spam, or it may be ham. Featuring 
the extraction and text classification, we have used the “Multinomial Naïve Bayes” 
Algorithm and after the experimental result, we have come up with 82.44% accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND IMPLICATION FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 Summary of the study 
During the last few decades’ text classification has received an incredible attention from 
people because it helps to classify spam data and threats. Hence, a lot of work is being done 
in this domain to find the finest classifier for text classification. From the acquired results 
in contrast with the pre-processing technique, it is clear that the framework with 
Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm execute better as compared to other classifiers. After 
extensive pre-processing MNB was applied and it comes out to be 82.44 % effective in 
classifying malicious Bangla Text content. 
5.2 Conclusion 
Detecting spam from a Bengali sentence was not that easy as people disagree on identifying 
exact interpretation of the same sentence. Our text classification method helps us to detect 
exact expression that majority people think about. Among different approaches, we have 
used multinomial naïve Bayes classification algorithm to extract semantic information 
from a sentence for detecting spam from Bangla text content. Finally, the accuracy came 
82.44%. 
5.3 Recommendation 
 In this thesis, we have worked with around two thousand sentences. So, our corpus doesn’t 
have sufficient lexicons. As every day, new data are generating through social media, a 
collection of new pattern sentences are necessary. So before going for test add necessary 
keywords to the database. While giving input keep a focus on the spelling of the lexicons 
and also the removal of digit, punctuation, special symbols and stemming is very important 
to get the best accuracy. In the case of a spelling mistake, the program will fail to detect 
spam accurately. So the user may get lower accuracy. 
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5.4 Implications for Further Research 
The demand for data mining analyst is highly appreciated in this modern age. This is 
because of the presence of abundant amount of data in our surroundings. To be more 
accurate, it is high time to work with these sorts of complex data, so that a new pattern can 
be introduced to resolve several critical problems. Spam analysis is one of the 
fundamental branches of data mining. The experimental study which we have carried 
out on malicious text detection with a satisfactory outcome is leaving a strong footprint 
behind our work. It has been observed that works on spam detection in Bangladesh a lot of 
valuable impact in our day to day life. We are living in the 3rd world’s modern age. In 
this modernized world, people are seen very active in social media like Facebook, YouTube 
etc. Business entities set up their public pages on social networks and enhance their direct 
interaction with their customers through content sharing, commenting, or through any other 
feedback system. Celebrities, online sellers or institutional organization also publish their 
content for direct interaction. It is unfortunate that some spammers spoil the environment 
by posting unethical staffs or posting abusive comments in their posts which destroys the 
images. So it is very urgent to stay safe from malicious trap. Prevention of this kind of 
spam needs to be executed as soon as possible. As there has been no work done for Bangla 
languages, so our research will bring a revolutionary changes in the field of data science 
and to Bangladeshi people’s perspective. We will further research for detecting and 
fighting against the spam accounts through this process. 
5.5 Future Work 
 Achieving higher accuracy by using classifiers in combination 
 Developing a technique that can catch the sentimental phrases and train 

methodology for those spams. 
 Multilingual spam email classification 
 Enriching corpus with more words. 
 Add a stemmer to reduce the size of our corpus and improve model performance. 
 Detecting and fighting spam accounts. 
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